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HOME LEARNING 

 
Please take a photograph outside 
your house and add to tapestry. 

This will add to our learning about 
the local area. 

 
 

 

 
 

Soft Bear will 
continue to choose a 

friend to go home 
with each weekend. 
He will bring his bag 

and a special book to share.  
  
Soft Bear loves reading and would 
enjoy seeing the special stories you 
have at home too!  
 

This week we have been enjoying different owl stories. We decided to 
paint owls and add to our autumn tree display in our reading corner. 
 
In RE we are continuing to think about belonging. We talked about 
being valuable as individuals. We shared the story of ‘The Lost Coin’ 
and talked about how we are valued by people around us. We talked 
about and made links to our school values. 
 
I was super proud of Shell Cove when we went to beach school. We 
had a great time and were all shining examples or how we behave at 
St Michael’s. We were lucky with the weather and although it was a 
bit windy the sun shone!  We searched on the beach for things that 
have been alive or not alive and sorted into groups. We were given 
some different coloured crab images and had to find them. One was 
really tricky as it was hidden inside a bucket! 
 
We then found out about what rubbish left on the beach does to sea 
creatures. We had to build a safe sand home for our pebble seals. We 
created some incredible seal homes! 

 
Our Talk Through stories book this week was Supertato. 
We found it very funny! 
 
 
 

 
 
Many thanks, 
 
Mrs Attwood 
 
  

   

Our Vision & Values 

Hope  

 This week we have continued our 
theme of exploring the value of 
generosity. We are thankful for the 
generosity of our families in raising 
sponsorship. 
 
And do not forget to do good and to 
share with others 
Hebrews 13:16 

Star of the 

Week 
 

This week we celebrate: 

Millie 
Millie is always ready to listen, showing quality 

sitting at all times. 
 
 

 
Target attendance 98% 

This week’s attendance is 97.6% 
 

So close! Thank you for your continued support 
in helping us reach our target 

 
 

 


